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Executive Summary
The Eastern Ontario Wardens’ Caucus (EOWC) Inc. represents 13 upper tier and single
tier municipalities and the population of approximately 1.1 million. The region extends
from the City of Kawartha Lakes and County of Haliburton in the west to the United
Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry and Prescott and Russell in the east.
Excluding the Ottawa Region, the EOWC area also geographically encompasses the
County of Renfrew to the north.

In recognition of the many common interests and challenges faced by residents and
businesses within the broader region, having an area of more than 50,000 square
kilometers, the EOWC adopted the following Mission Statement and several Strategic
Goal Statements in 2004:

Mission
To monitor federal, provincial and municipal legislative, regulatory and government
information, and to conduct research and analysis for purposes of influencing and
advocating enhanced municipal service delivery in Eastern Ontario.

Strategic Goal Statements
 To monitor legislation, regulation and By-laws in a timely manner for purposes of
evaluating the service delivery and financial implications for municipalities.
 To research and analyze the impact of senior government legislation and regulation
for purposes of implementation and/or the development of timely and informed
recommendations for change.
 To ensure timely and accurate communication of issues and pressures, as well as
preferred solutions to enhance service delivery.

This is our sixth pre-budget submission to the Provincial Government. Consistent with
our EOWC mission and stated objectives, for 2011 we are sharing with you the fiscal
and economic development issues that we are facing and measures that we believe
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should be considered to strengthen economic viability and help create sustainable
communities in Eastern Ontario.

The advocacy work of the EOWC Inc. is based upon thorough research and analysis of
issues, challenges, and emerging trends across the entire region. In 2010, the EOWC
engaged the services of an independent consulting firm, Natural Capital Resources Inc.,
to provide us with a detailed update and analysis of the Eastern Ontario Regional Data
Set that was originally produced in 2007.

This informative Regional Data Set Update and the corner-stone document, entitled A
Prosperity Plan for Eastern Ontario (as developed in partnership between EOWC Inc.,
the Ontario East Economic Development Commission, and the 15 Community Futures
Development Corporations serving Eastern Ontario), provide the basis from which we
are engaging in the Pre-Budget consultation process.

Since 2007, when the Prosperity Plan was released with 51 recommendations aimed at
identifying opportunities to improve the fiscal and economic situation throughout Eastern
Ontario, many new funding programs and service delivery initiatives have been
introduced to realize positive change.

During this same time period there have been a number of new issues and challenges
arise, as well as the realization that we need to enhance our efforts in order to sustain
the positive changes and create strong, vibrant communities.

In order to be positive and progressive in relation to opportunities, issues and
challenges, in 2011 the EOWC Inc. will be moving forward several important research
and analysis projects. Although the EOWC Future Directions Report and each annual
update since 2002 has provided a detailed assessment of our fiscal situation and
ensured accurate and timely communications in this regard, we have decided to
broaden our scope of analysis and re-brand with the production of an annual Eastern
Ontario Financial Sustainability Update.
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The EOWC Inc. very much looks forward to the opportunity to share this important work
with the Provincial Government, and the analysis and recommendations that will be
developed from it.

Also in 2011, the EOWC Inc. has selected as one of its top priorities the development of
a Growth Plan for Eastern Ontario. We continue to be of the view that a Growth Plan
for Eastern Ontario should be a shared priority involving the support and participation of
the EOWC, the Province of Ontario, First Nations and other community partners. We
also believe that many Federal organizations and agencies such as the Community
Futures Development Corporations, FedDev (Ontario), and Parks Canada – oversight of
Rideau and Trent-Severn Waterways have a direct and vested interest.
There are significant “territorial assets” throughout Eastern Ontario that can be utilized
to transform the regional economy.

With Provincial and Federal support, we are realizing progress on some of the
component parts of a broad, longer term plan, ie:


Infrastructure Renewal
o Provincial Gas Tax / Federal Gas Tax
o Provincial contributions towards Build Canada Fund and BCF Intake II
o Commitments to major highway / rail improvements



Regional Broadband Connectivity



Support to Manufacturing and Small Business through the Eastern Ontario
Development Fund (Provincial) and Eastern Ontario Development Program
(Federal)

A Growth Plan for Eastern Ontario will serve to pull together current initiatives, assets
and policy recommendations with a “plan” for enhancing and sustaining the economic
performance of the region.
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We encourage the participation and input of the various Provincial Ministries and related
agencies / organizations in this process.

Thank you

Before providing you with recommendations for the 2011 Budget, we would like to
extend our sincere thanks and appreciation to the Provincial Government for its support
of municipalities here in Eastern Ontario, and throughout the entire province.

The Provincial Government has made very significant and strategic investments over
the past several years that have supported municipalities and provided for the renewal
of critical infrastructure, as well as the building and renewal of facilities that will benefit
residents and businesses now and well into the future.

a. The decision of your government and the continuing commitment to the
uploading of the Ontario Disability Support Program and Ontario Works benefits
costs from the property tax base is providing municipalities with the ability to deal
with some of the fiscal pressures associated with other services. With escalating
costs for such things as policing services, long term care and public health, the
upload savings are both timely and appropriate.

b. The EOWC Inc. would also like to commend the Provincial Government for
committing to continued discussion with municipalities through the Provincial
Municipal Fiscal Capacity and Service Delivery Review. The detailed analysis
and calculation of the infrastructure deficit must be utilized as the basis from
which all levels of government move forward to address the $6 billion dollar
provide-wide annual requirement.
Of particular interest to the EOWC Inc. is the resumption of discussions
surrounding which level of government should have operational and fiscal
responsibility for the many and varied road and bridge systems. The former
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provincial highways that were downloaded in 1995 and 1997 are a tremendous
burden on our budgets, and in many instances prevent us from maintaining
broader transportation network requirements.

c. The EOWC Inc. gratefully acknowledges the $55 million dollar investment of the
Provincial Government towards the Eastern Ontario Regional Broadband
Network. Along with investments from the Federal Government and municipal
partners, contracts have been signed and major private sector contributions are
also being made by Bell/Bell Aliant and Barrett Xplorenet. With a project value in
excess of 170 million, this project is a true Public-Private Partnership that will
deliver a state-of-the-art telecommunications broadband network to the many
institutions, homes and businesses of Eastern Ontario.

d. Over the past several years the municipalities of Eastern Ontario have benefitted
significantly from the Provincial and Federal commitments to infrastructure
renewal through the Communities component of the Build Canada Fund and
BCF intake II, as well as from separate additional investments made available
through the Infrastructure Stimulus Fund. For many municipalities, this has
enabled unprecedented investment into renewal of capital infrastructure and
assets.
e. The Eastern Wardens’ Caucus is particularly appreciative of the Ontario
Government’s efforts to recognize the need and to provide funding for
businesses and manufacturing interests to restructure, grow and create new
employment. The $80 million dollar investment by your government in the
Eastern Ontario Development Fund over the past 4 years has also leveraged
investment from the private sector and served to enhance the competitiveness of
the participating companies. The fund has also been significant by helping to
ensure Eastern Ontario communities retain and grow the local and regional
economic base.
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Summary of Recommendations for 2011
While the EOWC Inc. acknowledges the support already provided by the Provincial
Government through grant funding, various programs and agreements, our
municipalities continue to face significant challenges. We believe that certain specific
actions can be implemented by the Federal Government to assist the residents,
businesses and communities within Eastern Ontario.

The following recommendations are offered for your consideration:


The Province of Ontario provides municipalities with transit systems additional
revenues through the sharing of a portion of the provincial revenues gained from
taxes on fuel. Across Eastern Ontario, tens of millions of dollars are required on
an ongoing basis to maintain road and bridge networks, and new sources of
revenue are urgently required to address the growing infrastructure deficit.
The Province should consider the distribution of a fair share of Provincial Gas
Tax revenues to municipalities for use on local roads and bridges.



That the Provincial Government sustain investments in municipal infrastructure
projects including roads, bridges and water and sewer facilities. Notwithstanding
the difficult economic period that we are all experiencing, it is essential that
municipalities have access to stable, secure and sustained funding in order to
manage expenditures and begin to address the $6 billion annual gap that exists
between our traditional spending and the amounts actually required to maintain
infrastructure standards.



That the Province make a commitment to renew the Eastern Ontario
Development Fund. The $80 million dollars that the Province invested over the
preceding 4 year period has achieved significant results. In addition to helping to
ensure retention, growth and enhanced competitiveness of businesses and
manufacturing within Eastern Ontario, significant employment gains and
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leveraging of private sector investments have also been realized. As the Eastern
Ontario region and the Province and nation move to recover from the recent
recession, the continuation of the EODF would serve as a catalyst in this regard.


That the Province commit to the uploading of the Farmland Tax Program and the
Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program which the Province requires rural
municipalities to fund through property taxes. The Province shifted the burden of
these two provincially-mandated programs onto municipalities in 1998 and it is
estimated that the net cost to property taxpayers is $207 million annually.
The impacts on local communities are huge, with property taxes in some areas
being 20% higher than they would be with fair funding.
The EOWC Inc. fully supports and wishes to maintain the current practice of
billing farms and managed woodlots for only 25% of what they would otherwise
pay in property tax. However, the Province needs to fully reimburse the 75%
shortfall to all municipalities.
When the absence of a municipal revenue from Crown Lands and the costs of
servicing same is considered in combination with the burden of Farm and Forest
rebates, there is little wonder why many Eastern Ontario municipalities have had
spiraling increases to property taxation.



That the Province, with the Ministry of Infrastructure – Growth Secretariat and the
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing serving as lead Ministries, commit to
the development of a Growth Plan for Eastern Ontario.
As previously noted, the EOWC Inc. is of the view that with Provincial and
Federal support for various projects and infrastructure priorities over the past
several years, significant progress has been realized to rebuild and rejuvenate
the economy of Eastern Ontario. The development of a Growth Plan would allow
us to build on these component parts and also guide future growth and
investment priorities. The EOWC Inc. wishes to be both a contributor and a
stakeholder in the process.
~ End of Recommendations ~
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Eastern Ontario – Quick Facts
The following Quick Facts are being provided for purposes of briefly explaining the fiscal
environment that the EOWC member municipalities are operating within, and to assist in
establishing both context and perspective in relation to the recommendations contained
in this submission.


Nearly a decade of unsustainable Property Tax increases. On average, member
municipalities have had to increase their own purpose levies to more than double
the rate of inflation over the past 8 or 9 years – ie: 54% increase of the 8 years of
2002 – 2009 inclusive.



Assessment Growth in Eastern Ontario is the slowest of any southern region.
From 2001 – 2007, assessment grew by only 6%.



Municipalities in Eastern Ontario draw a significant portion of their revenues from
the Provincial Government through the Ontario Municipal Partnership Fund. In
the absence of that fund, for eastern municipalities to sustain existing services,
tax rates would need to be 1.5 times higher than they currently are.



Population growth in Eastern Ontario has been very modest, rising by only 2.9%
between 2001 and 2006. It is expected to grow a further 5.8% by 2016.



Eastern Ontario has an employment rate that is about 6% lower than the average
among the southern regions.



Residential property taxpayers shoulder almost 95% of the tax burden in the
communities of Eastern Ontario, with commercial and industrial properties
representing only 5% and 1.5% of the property tax base respectively.



Municipalities in Eastern Ontario have reserve balances that are among the
lowest in the province – less than half as much as the regional average – and
Eastern Ontario as a region has an average debt per household that is similar to
Southwestern and Central Ontario.



Within the EOWC Inc. catchment area there are a total of 30,866 kilometres of
public roads and more than 2000 bridges.
As of 2006, the immediate needs within a 6-10 year time horizon were estimated
as $616 million (also in 2006 dollars). Although many “immediate” needs were
addressed through Build Canada, BCF II and Infrastructure Stimulus, the lifecycle and financial needs continue.
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Respectfully submitted by:
_____________________________
Gary Davidson
Mayor, County of Frontenac

_____________________________
Murray Fearrery
Warden, County of Haliburton

_____________________________
Jo-Anne Albert
Warden, County of Hastings

_____________________________
Ric McGee
Mayor, City of Kawartha Lakes

_____________________________
Sharon Mousseau
Warden, County of Lanark

_____________________________
Mel Campbell
Warden, United Counties of Leeds
and Grenville

_____________________________
Henry Hogg
Warden, County of Lennox and
Addington

_____________________________
Mark Lovshin
Warden, County of Northumberland

_____________________________
J. Murray Jones
Warden, County of Peterborough

_____________________________
Jean-Yves Lalonde
Warden, United Counties of Prescott
and Russell

_____________________________

_____________________________

Peter Mertens
Mayor, County of Prince Edward

Bob Sweet
Warden, County of Renfrew

_____________________________
Steven Byvelds
Warden, United Counties of
Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry
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Appendix “A”
Eastern Ontario – Background Information

*Copy attached
Eastern Ontario Regional Data Set Update
prepared by Natural Capital Resources Inc.
for EOWC
Release date January 13th, 2011
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Appendix A

Regional Data Set Update
January 13, 2011
Presentation to the Eastern Ontario Wardens Caucus
by
Kathy Wood, Natural Capital Resources Inc.

Overview of Presentation
• Project to update and extend 2007 profile (2007 profile too
earlyy for release of most 2006 data))
• Additional feature is drill‐down to townships/ towns
(shows variation across EOWC member areas)
• Calculated three region views (rural/EOWC; rural plus small
cities; rural plus small cities plus Ottawa)
• Ontario average is primary comparator
• Some key data mapped to provide a regional perspective
• Allll d
data and
d maps available
l bl in electronic
l
form
f
via CAOs
• This presentation is just the highlights!
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A Region of 2 Million Residents

Population growth from 2001 to 2006 has also been calculated for the region, EOWC
member organizations, small cities, and townships/towns in Eastern Ontario.
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A Highly Dispersed Population

Across Ontario, the average population density is 13.4 persons/km2. However, this
includes all of Northern Ontario’s
Ontario s land mass in the calculation. A better comparator would
be Southern Ontario. Since there are (on average), 2.45 persons per dwelling in Ontario,
the average number of dwellings/km2 in rural Eastern Ontario is 6.3.
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Age
g Demographics
g p
((2006))
Jurisdiction
Rural Eastern Ontario
Eastern Ontario incl. small cities
Eastern Ontario incl. Ottawa
Ontario

Jurisdiction

Age 0‐4
4.65
4.69
4.96
5 52
5.52

Age 5‐14
11.97
11.83
11.91
12 66
12.66

Age 15‐19 Age 20‐24
6.95
5.76
6.92
6.12
6.84
6.50
6 85
6.85
6 56
6.56

Age 25‐44 Age 45‐54 Age 55‐64 Age 65‐74

Rural Eastern Ontario

24 16
24.16

16 01
16.01

13 16
13.16

9 02
9.02

Eastern Ontario incl. small cities

24.43

15.74

12.97

8.90

Eastern Ontario incl
incl. Ottawa
Otta a

26 15
26.15

15 80
15.80

12 29
12.29

8 01
8.01

Ontario

28.39

15.31

11.16

7.14

Compared to the province as a whole, Rural Eastern Ontario has a higher proportion of
residents in the 75‐84 and 85‐plus age groups (6.04:4.85 and 2.08:1.58)
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Labour Force Tops One Million (2006)
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Unemployment Rates Higher in More Rural Areas
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What Happened During Recession?
Ontario Unemployment Rate 2007‐2010
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Unemployment Rates Across Eastern Ontario through 2009‐2010
12.0
10.0

Central Ontario Region
Ontario

Eastern Region

80
8.0
6.0
40
4.0

Kingston

2.0

Ottawa

00
0.0

Eastern Region

Central Ontario Region

Kingston

Ottawa

Ontario
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Lower Proportion of Income From Earnings
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Income‐from‐Earnings
g Across Eastern Ontario

Across Ontario, 77.4% of individual incomes come from employment earnings. Only those
communities shaded in rust colour (77%+) are able to generate the same or higher
percentage of incomes from earnings as the provincial average.
average A corresponding map for
the percentage of income from government transfers would show most Eastern Ontario
communities above the provincial average.
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Lower Median Incomes
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Median Individual Incomes Across Eastern Ontario

Ontario’ss median income is $27,258
Ontario
$27 258 so any municipality shaded steel blue or yellow has
an (individual) median income below the provincial average.
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Labour Force – By Occupation
Sector

Eastern Ontario

Eastern Ontario

Ontario

(excluding small cities)

(including small cities)

Management

93
9.3

91
9.1

10 3
10.3

Business, Finance & Admin.

15.4

15.9

18.6

Natural & Applied Sciences

5.1

5.3

7.0

Health

6.1

6.5

5.3

Education, Government Service
aand
d Religion
e go

7.8

8.7

8.4

Art, Culture, Recreation & Sport

2.4

2.5

3.1

Sales & Service

25.2

26.5

23.5

Trades, Transport and Equipment
Operators

19.7

17.5

14.1

Primary Industry

5.7

4.3

2.6

Processing, Manufacturing &
Utilities

6.7

6.7

7.2
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25,000

Number of Ontario Works Cases and Cases with Earnings
g
Across Eastern Ontario 2006‐2010 20,057
20,000

18,714

16,249

16,215

15,699

15,000

Total
Cases
10,000

Cases
with
ith
Earnings
5,000
3,163

3,048

2,887

2,847

2,597

0

Dec‐06

Dec‐07

Dec‐08

Dec‐09

Mar‐10

Average net earnings were $636 in 2006, rose to $699 by 2008 then declined to $620 by
March of 2010. In other words, by March 2010 the region had more Ontario Works cases,
fewer cases with earnings, and lower average net earnings than at the end of 2006.15

Number of ODSP Cases and Cases with Earnings
Across Eastern Ontario 2006
2006‐2010
2010
40,000
35,000
30,000

32,380

30,841

29,408

34 440
34,440

33 995
33,995

Total
Cases

25 000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000

Cases
with
Earnings
3,427

4,034

4,256

4,179

4,009

0
Dec‐06

Dec‐07

Dec‐08

Dec‐09

Mar‐10

Average
g net earnings
g were $634
$
in 2006,, rose to $
$724 byy 2009 then declined to $
$700 byy
March of 2010. In other words, by March 2010 the region had more Ontario Works cases,
more cases with earnings, and higher average net earnings than at the end of 2006.
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Labour Force – By Occupation

Compared to Ontario as a whole, rural Eastern Ontario has a larger proportion of the
labour force in health,
health sales and services occupations,
occupations trades,
trades transport and equipment
operation, and primary industry. When small cities are included, Eastern Ontario’s
proportion of labour force in social services, education, government service and religion
exceeds the provincial average.
All data from 2006 Census
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Labour Force – By Industry Sector
Sector

Eastern Ontario

Eastern Ontario

Ontario

(excluding small cities)

(including small cities)

g
& Other Resources
Agriculture

5.7

4.3

2.9

Construction

8.6

7.5

5.9

Manufacturing

11.7

11.4

13.9

Wholesale Trade

3.2

3.1

4.8

Retail Trade

11.5

12.2

11.1

Finance & Real Estate
state

3.7

3.9

6.8

Health Care & Social Services

10.5

11.4

9.5

Educational Services

6.3

7.1

6.7

Business Services

14.9

15.5

19.7

Other Services

20.6

21.4

18.7

All data from 2006 Census
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Labour Force – By Industry Sector

All data from 2006 Census
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Labour Force – By Industry Sector

All data from 2006 Census
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Percentage of Labour Force Working in
Different
iff
Municipality
i i li
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Percentage of Labour Force Working in
Different
iff
Municipality
i i li

Across Ontario, 32.6% of the labour force works in a different municipality or census
di i i
division.
Any
A municipality
i i lit shaded
h d d rustt or purple
l has
h a higher
hi h proportion
ti off its
it labour
l b
fforce
working outside the municipality than the province as a whole.
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Educational Attainment – Trades, College and
U i
University
i
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Educational Attainment – College or University

Across Ontario, 52.7% of the labour force aged 25‐64 has either college or university
education. Anyy Eastern Ontario municipality
p y shaded steel blue or yyellow has a lower
proportion of its labour force with this educational attainment. Some of the
municipalities shaded purple would be in this category as well.
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Population Mobility
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Thank
h k You!!
Please provide comments and ideas to:
Kathy Wood
Natural Capital Resources Inc.
613‐376‐6006
kwood@ncronline.ca
www.ncronline.ca
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